MOBILITY AND PERFORMANCE
ANYWHERE NEEDED.
The upright and ergonomic hot water pressure washer.

PROFESSIONAL | HDS 1.7/12 U ED
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HDS UPRIGHT CLASS
Mobility at its finest.
This high-performance, robust upright machine offers outstanding
maneuverability, easy transport and intuitive operation. Ideal for
tradesmen, commercial use and contract cleaners.

Biodiesel
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Ease of Use

■■ Large, robust wheels that make it easy to transport over stairs and
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lower operating costs.

other uneven ground.
 	 Integrated tilting aid for effortless transport and cleaning.
 	 Optimally positioned handle allows for pushing and pulling
with minimum effort.

Economic Efficiency

■■ Hot water to 175°F/80°C significantly increases cleaning power with

 	 Efficient heat exchanger for low exhaust emissions and minimal
operating costs.
■■ Downdraft burner is 92% efficient and boasts 25% less fuel consumption.

 	 Easily accessible fuel tank for environmentally friendly filling
without spilling.
 	Central control panel features 3 modes (OFF/COLD/HOT).
 	 Safety lock prevents fuel loss during transport.
 	 Easy-to-view fuel level indicator makes it clear when a fill up is needed.
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Smart Design

■■ A considerably reduced footprint allows for an easy fit even in the
tightest storage space.
■■ Power cord hook for simple, practical and fast storage.
 	Durable professional pump set with brass cylinder head delivers extra
power and increased endurance.
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EASY!Force Trigger Gun

■■ EASY!Force technology holds the trigger down once you start it, avoiding
the strain on your hands associated with other trigger guns.
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 	 Large fine mesh filter reliably protects against dirt particle damage.
Exhaust temperature sensor offers protection against overheating.

Technical data and equipment

Technical data
Model

Part No.

GPM

PSI

Drive

HP

Electrical

Amps

Pump

Ship Weight (lbs.)

Ship Dimensions
(L x W x H) inches

HDS 1.7/12 U Ed

1.064-907.0

1.7

1200

Direct

2.3

110-120V / 1ph

12.5

Kärcher Axial

178

28 x 28 x 46

Standard Accessories
Order No.

Description

4.118-005.0

EASY!Force trigger gun

4.112-006.0

33" spray lance

6.110-034.0

33' high-pressure hose

4.117-027.0

Triple jet nozzle, 032

Optional Accessories
Order No.

Description

2.112-015.0

Gutter cleaning lance

4.112-032.0

Underbody lance

6.110-051.0

High-pressure hose, 10m DN8, suitable for food industry, extension piece

6.110-049.0

Pipe cleaning hose

2.110-013.0

FR 30 ME surface cleaner

2.111-011.0

Surface cleaner FR 30

4.115-000.0

Wet blasting attachment

4.113-003.0

Rotating washing brush natural fiber bristles

4.113-004.0

Rotating washing brush nylon bristles

2.113-000.0

Power nozzle 25° spray angle

4.114-019.0

Dirtblaster Nozzle 035

4.637-033.0

Detergent injector for high pressure

2.115-000.0

Quick coupling

2.115-001.0

Plug nipple

4.112-000.0

41" Spray lance
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